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Master Plan (refer Sheet 80-81)
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The focus for this exercise revolves around understanding how
the Floor Space Ratio (FSR) can be utilised to achieve different
massing characteristics within the Town Centre. The FSR
expresses the relationship between the area of the site and
the number of times this area can be repeated to define a total
area for the building or Gross Floor Area (GFA).
The following diagrams aim to explain varying configurations
of possible built forms further derived from given planning
controls for building size and shapes resulting in a fixed FSR,
with heights and setbacks expressed as variables. There
are also other various controls that intersect and moderate
potential FSR envelopes such as GFA, site cover, required setbacks, maximum height etc.

BISCUIT

PODIUM STUDY
MAXIMISED FOOTPRINT,
MINIMISED HEIGHT

site boundary
maximum height
allowable for this
lot

As mentioned above different building shapes will provide
specific characteristics within their environments reinforcing
or weakening their locational sense of place. For example, a
tall building with a small footprint will liberate a great deal of
land with many benefits such as useful private open space,
recreation areas, ability to feature vegetation typical of deep
soil planting, parking at grade, legible, safe and efficient
access to and across the site, water harvesting and other land
improvements. On the other hand the same shape building will
have as a disadvantage a longer shadow proportional to its
height.

CAKE

PENCIL

site boundary
maximum height
allowable for this
lot

As an extreme opposite example a very flat shallow building
will tend to occupy all available land, therefore likely to be built
to boundaries and providing little to no semi-public or semiprivate interfaces and no landscape buffers or transitional
spaces. This promotes a very different relationship between
the building and the public domain and its neighbouring
buildings. Features typically include a lower skyline and a
reinforcement of human scale by relative reduced height.

PENCIL

BISCUIT

MINIMISED FOOTPRINT,
MAXIMISED HEIGHT

CAKE
The example in between the above extremes is one that
features a footprint between maximum and minimum, so
it uses some setbacks and has likely less than maximum
allowable height. These buildings will combine the advantages
and disadvantages of the tall and flat examples and are the
result of the exploration of formal opportunities provided by a
given FSR.
Dee Why Beach

site boundary
maximum height
allowable for this
lot

approach
plan approach
The preferred master plan proposal for Dee Why
resulted from a detailed exploration and testing of
3 preliminary options. These have several common
features which are treated differently in each option to
create differentiations and offer alternative solutions to
the same identified issue.

The 3 initial options
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∕∕ Streets and parks will create an attractive, vibrant and
safe place, accessible at all times by people with all
level of abilities, enjoying all the centre has to offer.
∕∕ The integration of visionary planning controls and best
practice public realm design and delivery will create
the demand for investment in a place with unique
opportunities

The key area interventions for the master plan are:

The ultimate master plan proposal for Dee Why will
develop and take shape following a detailed exploration
and testing of preliminary options. These will have
several common features which will be treated differently This precinct is seen as a key site as it embodies most
in each option to create differentiations and offer
civic functions and its evolution will inspire and motivate
alternative solutions to the same identified issue.
future development in the centre.

the existing civic precinct

The overall intent and principles have been articulated
below and are as follows:
∕∕ The master plan will consolidate the centre in to a
unified and identifiable place with a defined core and
consistent surroundings.
∕∕
∕∕

∕∕

∕∕

∕∕

This site has high significance and value in the evolution
of Dee Why centre, it features most of the heritage listed
buildings in the study area including the existing Library
and also the Former Salvation Army’s Pacific Lodge.

site B

triangular block

All options recognise the past work undertaken over
this site and will be incorporated as is and per the DA
approved proposal.

This block is located in a visually prominent position
as one approaches the centre heading north along
Pittwater Road. It was chosen with Council concurrence
given its potential as a landmark block, its relative
vicinity to the existing civic precinct, and the potential to
materialise or encourage pedestrian connections within
the site linking the Civic Centre and Redman Plaza /
pocket Park and onward through to the Mooramba Car
Park site.

site A
This key site has great potential for complementary
mixed uses and also provides the opportunity to create
a book end with the Civic Precinct west of Pittwater Rd.
Located strategically on the perceived intersection
between the residential, commercial and civic areas;
this site acts as a node along the existing pedestrian
links over the drainage system and proposed WSUD
and Open Space networks. It connects key existing and
proposed elements of the future preferred Master plan.

pedestrian bridge

This site is also a ‘case study’ for built form control
explorations given that it provides insight into other
orientations for similar lot size amalgamation within the
master plan study area.

gateways
Achieving a strong sense of arrival and departure are
critical oitcomes for successful Town Centre placemaking. Currently Dee Why Town Centre requires a
stronger identity to be recognised and become more
attractive, unique and memorable.

Given its relative geographic location, and elevation, the
Located over a hill with highly iconic buildings, land form Civic Precinct is perceived as slightly disengaged from
The master plan will integrate the centre with its natural features and substantial vegetation this precinct requires the commercial centre core, where most activities take
Legible gateways are defining thresholds to the centre.
assets, reinforcing its coastal location characteristics. seamless integration with the existing surrounding retail, place.
The centre will enjoy a variety of movement networks
commercial and residential precincts to consolidate a
Following previous studies that investigate the idea of an Currently those gateway areas located along Pittwater
allowing good quality and safe accessibility to all
strong central core.
Rd as identified in the context chapter lack the required
over-pass connecting the Civic Precinct with the centre
areas at all times.
presence and quality to fulfil this role.
across Pittwater Rd, a study of 3 options explored the
The centre will provide services, features and places
idea’s potential.
The master plan options explore opportunities to
that are reflective of its community values and
develop effective treatments to these gateways
The bridge intends to facilitate movement of all users
aspirations and create civic pride and creativity.
The master plan aims to deploy fully integrated water
across the various precincts with minimal negotiation of reinforcing character and sense of place for the centre.
Open spaces will be of easy access and of great
sensitive urban design treatments with functioning
level changes and also create a strong landmark / iconic
quality, their location will connect the centre core with drainage systems as a chief defining character feature
feature that signifies connection and access between
its most significant landscape features.
of the town centre. The experience of a seamless
the community and its civic services.
High quality, integrated built form will accommodate all natural connection between the hills and the foreshore
functions and population for the centre in alignment
including the lagoon system will be both interpreted and
with the regional and metropolitan vision for the city.
reinforced by legible WSUD interventions.

wsud
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WORKING GROUP PROCESS
summary
This section provides a summary of the outcomes and
findings as explored during the Working Party meetings
which were facilitated by Elton Consulting.
The detailed outcomes and recommendations of the
working party process are as summarised in detail by
the independant facilitator Elton Consulting within the
Appendices.

civic centre site
∕∕ The Council Civic Centre site is a local asset, valued
for its buildings, trees and green space. Development
on this site should respect and retain trees & rock
formations
∕∕ The precinct is a place of respite from Pittwater Road
∕∕ The building fronting on Pittwater Road should be
less than three storeys. There is a preference for this
building to be oriented along the northern part of
Pittwater Rd boundary and linked into Council’s civic
centre
∕∕ Buildings should be light and transparent in order to
be sensitive to the trees and the landscape
∕∕ Library & Council buildings need to be made
accessible
∕∕ Potential amenity conflicts of police relocation to
Building A would need to be to be addressed
∕∕ Building A to have large plaza fronting onto park
∕∕ Parking to be provided as part of proposed Building A
on St David’s Avenue
∕∕ Potential for cultural uses on site e.g. amphitheatre
∕∕ Development should not be visually dominant on
ridgeline
∕∕ Built form and open space design will need to resolve
level issues on site
∕∕ Build a multilevel car park on current Kingsway
location.
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WORKING GROUP PROCESS
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triangle site
∕∕ Strong support for combination of Option A & C of the
Place plans for this location
∕∕ Consideration should be given to increasing height of
gateway building on Pittwater and Fisher Roads if it
provides a set back and green link
∕∕ Site could accommodate landmark building (height
to be determined by ridgeline, visual and shadowing
impacts)
∕∕ Ensure vibrant character in laneway with opportunities
for cafes and interesting shops
∕∕ Prioritise pedestrians in this laneway
∕∕ Consider levels and access issues at the St David’s
end of laneway
∕∕ Create a green link across to Redman Road
∕∕ Improve pedestrian crossing at Pittwater Road and
Oaks Avenue
∕∕ Keep the small park on Council owned site at St
David’s Avenue
∕∕ Pittwater Road Buildings: Permit staggering of building
heights, ensure rear vehicle entry, address blind walls
at end of lots and provide awnings >2.5m deep
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WORKING GROUP PROCESS
block between Howard Av.
and Dee Why Parade:
∕∕ Investigate to possibility of Walter Gors Park to be
extended to a full width providing the centre with a
strong green space focus
∕∕ If redevelopment was to occur on this block at some
stage the new built form should encourage north
south connections along the park’s edge and the
proposed new lane besides the church.
∕∕ Build up on the existing drainage infrastructure to
integrate water as part of the landscape features of
the centre, enhance green connections and where
possible apply WSUD treatments

Block between Oaks Av. and
Pacific Parade:
∕∕ Should redevelopment take place along Pittwatter
Rd., Oaks Av. and Pacific Parade, encourage
amalgamation of lots in order to provide a built form
that liberates the ground plane to provide a better
public domain outcomes. These could include
piazzas, mid block connections or rear lanes to
enhance permeability and provide activation at
different hours of the day and night.
∕∕ Investigate strategic locations for the provision of key
urban fabric connections, for pedestrians, cyclists
and vehicles, build up when possible on existing
open spaces, infrastructure access and the like.
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WORKING GROUP PROCESS - master plan recommendations
1

human scale

The vision should be to create a human scale town
centre embedded in a distinctive network of public
space and a high level of amenity.

2

infrastructure

Supporting infrastructure needs to be delivered
simultaneously with development. Growth of the Dee
Why Town Centre should remain at the level envisaged
by the present LEP until infrastructure is improved –
particularly public transport and traffic flows on Pittwater
Rd.

3

mosaic of zones

While the aim is to create an integrated Town Centre,
it is also important to encourage a mosaic of zones or
precincts that have their own distinctive character

4

community & culture

Dee Why Town Centre should have a community &
cultural focus. It must celebrate the spirit of Dee Why
with public art and highlight the area’s multicultural
community.

5

town centre

7

access

Reliance on private car access to Dee Why Town
Centre needs to be reduced. If the town centre is to
be truly accessible, public transport and infrastructure
that responds to the needs of pedestrians, cyclists
and persons using mobility scooters will all need to be
improved.

8

pedestrian focus

Dee Why Town Centre should be pedestrian-oriented
and active at street level. This could be achieved
through:
Strengthening connections to adjacent natural
resources: Town Centre to Beach/Strand, Stony Range
to Lagoon via Town Centre and Community Hub to Civic
Site’s knoll
Creating a secondary pedestrian and cycle network
– parallel and perpendicular to Pittwater Rd using
laneways and side streets

9

traffic calming

Vehicular traffic should be managed and calmed. This
could be achieved through:

employment

Planning should promote and support a wide range of
uses to provide employment and revive retail activity
particularly small/independent businesses that could
differentiate the Dee Why Town Centre from other
retail precincts within the region. Other employment
generators to be considered include health and tertiary
education institutions (public and private).

Compromise may be needed to encourage
development but not at expense of Dee Why Town
Centre’s character & amenity. On some larger
amalgamated sites or gateway locations there may be
opportunities for trade-off between height and open
space / community benefits. It is important that any
community benefits arising from such a trade-off should
be tied directly to the overall improvement of the town
centre. The working party recommends:
∕∕ 7 storey built form with 2-3 storey podiums
∕∕ 9 storey maximum on selected locations where the
development contributes positively to the Town
Centre as a whole.
∕∕ Key considerations in determining appropriate
heights are overshadowing, solar access to southern
footpaths of east west streets, visual impacts from
beach and impacts on the ridgeline

∕∕ Benefits should be material and deliver something
on the ground for the good of the community.
Keeping pedestrian activity at ground level for any future
Architectural merit is encouraged but is not sufficient
crossing of Pittwater Rd.
for claiming a community benefit.

Revitalisation and activation of town centre is an urgent
priority. There is a need for temporary interventions
∕∕ Council advocating to RMS to reduce speed limit on
such as art installations, ephemeral landscaping and
Pittwater Rd to 50 kph and introducing a scramble
programs such as markets while waiting for longer term
crossing at Pittwater/Howard Ave to improve access
redevelopment to be delivered. This is an opportunity to
to the civic precinct and the north bound bus stop
display the creativity of the Dee Why community and to
∕∕ East west streets, should be 40 kph
send a signal that the town centre is changing.
∕∕ The new lane adjacent to the church should be a
shared zone with a 10kph limit

6

11 development

12 Water Sensitive Urban
Design
Adopt Water Sensitive Urban Design approaches as
discussed by Place Design Group. This feature of the
town centre should be interpreted with public art and
landscaping to celebrate water. Where engineered
solutions are required there should be opportunities
to involve urban and landscape designers early on
in addressing water treatment and water movement
infrastructure.

∕∕ The changes proposed to create a one way flow
should be reversible to preserve flexibility within the
town centre traffic system into the long term.

10 car parking
Multi deck public car parking should be strategically
located around the Dee Why Town Centre periphery
within a 400m radius walking threshold and connected
with a reliable and efficient mini-bus loop.
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master plan scenario

civic site
Option preserving landscape and heritage qualities of site

wsud
Fully integrated water sensitive urban design principles with
functioning drainage systems as defining character feature of
town centre

Site B
As per DA approved proposal

Site A
Mixed use development Council owned site
.

pedestrian bridge
Explore the feasibility of the idea of connecting the existing civic
precinct with neighboring functions such as the new residential
projects proposed on site or across St. Davids Av. and the
proposed commercial, retail and residential development accross
Pittwater Rd.

triangular block
Case study site amalgamation area.

gateways
Enhanced entry sequence experience for vehicular and
pedestrian movement integrating elements of art, signage,
lighting and planting.
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PREFERRED SCENARIO
civic site
The redevelopment of this block intends to achieve
Council’s Vision for a community hub on the Civic
Precinct. As a primary driver towards a successful Town
Centre in Dee Why the Civic Centre precinct is proposed
to act as a ‘one-stop shop’ for a diverse range of
community facilities and services related to health, eary
childhood, police services/shop front, performing arts
and entertainment, cuisine and retail.

wsud
The preferred scenario would take a holistic view of the
Dee Why Town Centre water management, considering
the wider catchment and hydrological systems. Surface
flows for all rain events would be captured and treated
with opportunities for re-use. Flood mitigation would be
addressed as part of a catchment wide strategy.
WSUD applications would include:
∕∕ Grassed or landscaped swales
∕∕ Infiltration trenches and bio retention systems

The Civic Precinct should create opportunities for
individual building sites that are interconnected via Civic
Drive with new pedestrian pathways and civic plazas,
located between buildings.

A key focus for this site will be the development of a
civic plaza on the corner of Pittwater Road and St David
Avenue that will provide opportunities for high quality
landscape treatments, outdoor dining, shaded seating
and water sensitive urban design features. Combined
with articulated and landmark building elevations and
facades, it’s highly visible location will also create a
gateway identity and identifiable public space at this key
junction.

The Civic site may also incorporate a pedestrian
footbridge and lift that will provide level access from the
western end of St David’s Avenue to the Pittwater Road
intersection and civic plaza.

Internally within the site, existing mature trees will be
retained where possible, maintaining the open space
amenity for existing council uses. Basement parking is
intended for all buildings in this precinct.

∕∕ Wetlands
∕∕ Rainwater tanks – stormwater harvesting & reuse
∕∕ Greywater harvesting & reuse
∕∕ Rain gardens, rooftop greening, urban forests
∕∕ Porous pavements
Natural systems would be interpreted throughout the
town centre for awareness of modification, contribution
to sustainability and water quality.
Water as an element integral to the identity of Dee Why
would be expressed in features, sculptures and for play
elements.
NOTE: This WSUD treatment will be investigated and
subsequently developed in consultation with Council
and in accordance with outcomes of specialist studies
currently being undertaken

Site B
This development will be as per the DA approved
proposal with public realm and detailed design to be
developed further to relate to the overall Town Centre
character and complement water sensitive urban design
strategies.
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Site A
Interfacing with Site B development, Site A is a council
owned site and will comprise mixed use development.
The ground level could accommodate opening the
existing park along Howard Avenue and creating a mid
block link to retail and commercial to the north.
Landscape improvements to both streetscapes and the
central drainage corridor will be aimed to create high
quality public spaces that the adjacent building will open
onto and overlook. This central green spine connection
will be reinforced by the potential to connect with Walter
Gors Park along Howard Avenue, creating an identifiable
and high quality public parkland node that provides
relief and open space amenity to the proposed scale
and intensity of development proposed along Pittwater
Road.

pedestrian bridge

High quality landscape and streetscape improvements
are proposed at ground level, creating a continuity of
small interconnected public spaces, extending across
from the Redman Road and Pittwater intersection
that will also interface with proposed ground level
retail tenancies. As well as providing identifiable and
high quality building entries and improved pedestrian
movement and comfort, these areas may also allow the
opportunity for water sensitive urban design measures.
Behind this, residential buildings will frame Fisher Road,
creating a strong urban edge through continuity in
height and building setbacks. Residential apartments
will be proposed with upper level balconies that
address the street and provide surveillance to the
internal laneway area. With appropriate CPTED (Crime
Prevention Through Environmental Design) elements,
this laneway is intended to provide improved pedestrian
movement through a safe and high quality public space
that connects to the northern civic site.

gateways

Investigate the feasibility of an accessible bridge link
between the Fisher Road Salvation Army site and the
proposed built form in the civic site would provide
lift access to the ground plane. Upgraded ground
plane access would also be provided. Additionally
this link could connect across Pittwater Rd. to future
development, which would be subject to future studies.

Opportunities exist to introduce sculptural elements
to be developed in conjunction with artists as part of
an overall art strategy for the town centre to reinforce
character and identity through material and form and
provide a sense of arrival and exit to/from the town
centre.
Such art strategies have potential to include green walls
and similar interpretive structures to compliment the
improved urban fabric of the Town Centre.

triangular block

A consistent street tree planting strategy would be
implemented including roadside planting at the northern
gateway, and median treatments would be upgraded
where practicable to complement streetscape
revitalisation.

This site is a case study for amalgamation of similar
sized blocks within the Dee Why Town Centre study
area. This development option will provide the highest
intensity of residential use proposed for this site,
reinforcing the scale, mass and height of the proposed
development further north on Pittwater Road.
Its prominent intersection location and an appropriate
building height will provide the opportunity for a
landmark gateway development, reinforcing arrival to the
Dee Why strip.
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dee why town centre master plan
LEGEND
01

Pittwater Road North
Entry Sequence streetscape and arrival
treatment

02

Building A
Council owned building

03

Building B
Council owned building   

04

Building C
Council owned building

05

Landscape Conservation Area

06

Building E
PCYC Sports facilities with carpark

07

Building F
Case study amalgamation area  

08

Building G
Case study amalgamation area   

09

Building H
Case study amalgamation area  

10

Building I
Case study amalgamation area  

11

Building J
Council owned carpark

12

Warringah Council Building / Civic Centre
Existing Civic Centre conserved with associated
public realm development

13

Dee Why Library Building
Heritage building conserved with future proposed use
for discussion

14

Civic Plaza
Multi level plaza with water features with accessible
pathways / ramps to Library and Council

15

Drainage Channel
Proposed boardwalk over current open channel
creates pedestrian link to / from Lagoon walk/
storm water easement

16

Stormwater Easement
Pedestrian linkage with exposed low flow water
filtration function diverted from main drainage
channel. Opportunities for WSUD interventions,
interpretation / contact and storage of treated water.
Seamless edge to Walter Gors Park

17

18

19

81

27

Triangle Park North
Riparian park typology corridor development with
enhanced pedestrian connectivity and user amenity

38

Fisher Road Streetscape
Streetscape refurbishment

28

Howard Street East
Upgraded pedestrian walkway experience to the
beach with new bus / cycle lane. Tree planting to
ensure strong physical / visual link to the beach
retained

39

Pittwater Road South
Entry Sequence with street tree and median treatment

40

Stoney Range Regional Botanical Garden

41

Triangular Block
Test case study for amalgamation of similar sized
blocks within the Dee Why Town Centre

29

Pittwater Road
Streetscape refurbishment work as per streetscape
sections

Site B
Based on DA approved Multiplex proposal  

30

Walter Gors Park
Expanded park with facilities for all ages. Proposed
onsite detention/ WSUD. Removal of existing Council
cottages

Triangle Park South
Pedestrian plaza to support adjacent uses, enhance
pedestrian connectivity and reinforce local
character

31

Church Lane
North-South one way traffic flow with shared cycle
and pedestrian access

32

Fisher Road Corner Block
Case study amalgamated block.
Pocket park with character and identity defining
works as Town Centre nodal point. Physical linkage
across Fisher Road to Redman Rd pocket plaza to
west

33

Redman Pocket Plaza
Upgraded plaza space utilising existing mature tree
planting with integrated WSUD functions and features

34

Mooramba Pocket Park
Upgraded park space with integrated WSUD functions
and features.

35

Oaks Ave Streetscape
Significant streetscape refurbishment to embrace              
‘alfresco’ dining with widened footpaths and WSUD
integration

St David Ave Pocket Park
Redesigned to compliment adjacent development

20

Proposed Multi Unit Residential
As per current DA

21

Site A
Existing residential buildings.

22

Site A
Council owned site

23

Triangular Block Laneway
Pedestrian access throughout the block
explored within case study amalgamation area.

24

Town Centre Crossing
Upgraded pedestrian amenity and stronger visual
linkage to Civic site

25

Dee Why Town Square
Based on DA approved proposal with
varying program for the public realm

36

Woolworths Lane
Proposed shared lane through site access with retail
and restaurant activation.

26

Howard Ave
Streetscape refurbishment as primary boulevard
linking Dee Why beach, Town Square and Civic Plaza

37

Pacific Parade Streetscape
Significant streetscape refurbishment to embrace              
‘alfresco’ dining with widened footpaths and WSUD
integration
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ARTIST’S IMPRESSIONS
OF dee why town centre
MASTER PLAN

1
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INDICATIVE SKETCH: FISHER & PITTWATER ROAD INTERSECTION
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INDICATIVE SKETCH: CIVIC plaza view FROM PITTWATER ROAD
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INDICATIVE SKETCH: CIVIC PLAZA FROM civic drive
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INDICATIVE SKETCH: OAKS AVENUE STREETSCAPE
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INDICATIVE SKETCH: howard AVENUE streetSCAPE
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6

INDICATIVE SKETCH: FISHER ROAD LANEWAY
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3

INDICATIVE SKETCH: REDMAN ROAD PLAZA
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90

INDICATIVE SKETCH: SOUTHERN ENTRY STATEMENT
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LANDSCAPE & public DOMAIN strategy
There is a need for landscape to take a primary role in
driving character to re-define the Dee Why town centre’s
future identity.

To guide design and development in a direction that
assists in creating a more attractive and cohesive Dee
Why, a number of strategies have been developed which
provide a guiding structure. These headings should be
the pillars supporting the place identity.

There is a strong vision for the landscape component,
that is inspiring and exciting, but most importantly, is
achievable in short to medium term. It must feature
innovative, beautiful, yet constructible propositions that
meet sustainability goals and initiatives and engage with
the local community.

The landscape and public domain strategies outlined
here should give the place room to change, and
accommodate transformation from what it is to what it
wants to be.

Master plan Diagram:

“RESTORING THE
BALANCE”

.

“CITY BY
THE SEA”

DEE WHY
LANDSCAPE
& PUBLIC
DOMAIN
PLAN

“MEET
DEE WHY”

“LIVING
STREETS”

“ART FOR
ARTS SAKE”
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“CITY BY THE SEA ”

“MEET DEE WHY”

Part of developing a place that people want to live,
work and shop, is establishing a desirable character
and identity that people relate to and enjoy. The City
by the Sea concept is a response to the area’s coastal
heritage and proximity to the beach and lagoon, which
is noticeably absent from the town centre at present.

“Meet Dee Why” is proposed as an introduction for
locals and visitors alike. It is about getting to know and
understand Dee Why on another level, facilitating new
associations and cognitive landmarks to reinforce the
morphosis that the area is undergoing while inviting
people to experience the change.

Realignment of Dee Why’s character and identity to a
place that has embraced its coastal location positions
Dee Why as a major centre that boasts a beachside
lifestyle with all the conveniences of a city. These unique
attributes are to be emphasised.

The aim is to put the real Dee Why on display. Peel back
the layers and reveal the rich natural and cultural history
of Dee Why which has been overlooked during the rapid
development of the last 50 years. Exposing these layers
will create new connections to place and community.

Promotion of this concept coinciding with the physical
development of Dee Why aims to reinforce the state
of change and evolution that the town centre is going
through.
The town square and associated urban space upgrades
will provide Dee Why with a point of difference.
Basing the town around a public space offers amenity
unavailable at Brookvale or Warringah Mall. Landscape
and urban design will emphasise these small scale and
fine grain attributes.

While ‘Meet Dee Why’ refers to the physical changes
of the place, it also emphasises the importance of the
Dee Why community and their cultural heritage to the
renewal of the Town Centre. Community is an important
driver in the generation of Dee Why’s ‘Cultural Capital’,
an element which will offer individuality and sense of
place.

Landscape and urban design will accentuate all the
strengths of the location and the site. Materials and
planting will respond to place while interpretative
elements add historical and cultural value to people’s
perceptions of Dee Why.

Both visitors and residents are rewarded for exploring
the Town Centre. Many scales and levels of detail
enhance the experience and promote multiple visits.
New discoveries and ephemeral landscapes will make
Dee Why a place people want to return to.

Programmatic diversity is to be inclusive and a key
feature in the appeal and adaptability of the town centre
to attract a diverse range of users.
Considerations therefore have included:
/ health and exercise		

/ play

/ nature				

/ food

/ energy				

/ ecology

/ education			

/ work

/ shopping			

/ research
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“LIVING STREETS”

“RESTORING THE BALANCE”

“ART FOR ARTS SAKE”

Living Streets are people places. They provide a social
function in addition to ecological benefits. They provide
safety in addition to aesthetics. They provide habitat
in addition to microclimate. They are accessible and
attractive for users of all ages and abilities.

Landscape initiatives seek to restore the community’s
environmental, social and economic fabric.

Artists will be able to work with local artisans to sculpt
and shape installations which will help consolidate the
master plan’s key components of; water, landscape,
culture, health and well being for environment and
community. The amenity of the development will be
greatly enhanced by the careful integration of unique
contemporary art works that respond to the sites natural
qualities and histories.

They will work with natural and engineered systems,
social practises, community values and stakeholder
interests to restore the balance between dichotomies
such as:

The streets of Dee Why currently function as vehicle
only corridors. The master plan intends to reclaim these ∕∕ urban vs coastal
streets on behalf of the local community and return them
∕∕ native vs exotic flora and fauna
to public space, part of the open space matrix, part of a
∕∕ hard vs soft surface treatments
sustainable future for Dee Why.
∕∕ car vs pedestrian priority
Streets are to be places of encounter, revolving
around activation and use. Spaces are designed to
facilitate and encourage everyday interactions between
acquaintances and strangers alike. There is a focus on
designing first for life...then for the space.

Public art will assist in creating a place that rewards
exploration while engaging the community, telling stories
and fostering pride of place.

∕∕ natural vs engineered systems and processes
∕∕ commerce vs community
∕∕ public vs private ownership and use
∕∕ character vs lack of character
∕∕ history vs progress

Finding the right mix of these elements will broaden
Dee Why’s appeal and make inroads to reaching future
sustainability goals.
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LANDSCAPE & PUBLIC DOMAIN plan
TOWN CENTRE NORTH
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TOWN CENTRE SOUTH
joins bottom of page opposite
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KEY LANDSCAPE CONCEPTS

CONNECTIVITY

BEACH
BOULEVARD

URBAN SCULPTURES
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KEY CONCEPTS DIAGRAM

NATURAL PROCESSES
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CONNECTIVITY

BEACH BOULEVARD
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master plan DIAGRAMS
ZONES

WSUD

ZONES

WSUD

While separating the town into precincts is undesirable, patterns of use and experience start to loosely define
zones of organisation. The ‘Green Spine’ threads through the site emphasising existing water flow paths
and connections to Dee Why Lagoon. The ‘Social Heart’ is the centre of the town centre where the majority
of retailers, restaurants and public spaces are located. This becomes part of a linkage between the Civic
Centre to encourage circulation throughout the town centre.

Sites of significance for water sensitive design are distributed throughout the town centre. Features at these
sites will take various forms depending on their application and setting. They will have interpretive and
educational value and will contribute to the character and aesthetics of the town centre.
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Streets are also an integral part of the system with rain gardens capturing overland flow and linking to other
infrastructure.
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MOVEMENT

ART & LIGHTING

MOVEMENT

ART & LIGHTING

Access and circulation issues have been addressed with vast improvements for pedestrians and cyclists via
through block links and walkways / trails. Separated cycleways are proposed for Howard Ave and Oaks Ave
providing a strong connection to the beach and linkages to the Warringah Bicycle Route Network.

An integrated public art strategy is proposed with several key sites identified for inclusion. Art works will
contribute to character, assist in interpretation of environment and processes and engage with the local
community.

A beach loop service is proposed to connect the town centre with the beachfront.

It is anticipated that lighting is a major component of this strategy with residual benefits for night time
activation and safety, especially for arcades / laneways and sections of Pittwater Road.
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STREETSCAPES
The changes shown in the proposed streetscape
sections reflect the Traffic Management Option
2A-2 prepared by GTA Consultants in September
2007 (Refer to plan this page).

Street typology amendments are proposed to
assist in legibility, amenity and safety. These
changes in hierarchy will allow for improved
pedestrian and vehicular circulation with less
conflicts due to a more established priority
system.

These streetscape principles advocate a humanscaled urbanism, where the act of walking
represents the basic unit of design. Instead of
having a street just provide a transportation
service, they look to manage infrastructure in
a way that enhances commercial, retail, light
industry and restaurant opportunities and utliise
the public realm for all users, not just motorists.

It is anticipated that these changes are common
through all Master Plan options.
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indicative streetscape sections
Pittwater Road
Pittwater Road will receive various upgrade treatments
along its length, from Stony Range Reserve in the south
to the Dee Why RSL in the north. These treatments will
be coordinated with the public art and lighting strategy
and will complement the character and feel of the rest of
the Town Centre. They aim to offer a unique experience
for motorists and pedestrians. General interventions
considered are:
∕∕ Pedestrian crossing points - emphasised through
material changes and lighting
∕∕ Road surface upgrade to a uniform finish
∕∕ Median upgrades
∕∕ Median and roadside planting
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Above: Campbell Parade, Bondi - Well considered median
planting reduces the scale of a wide road and directs
pedestrians to defined crossing points

Section A through Pittwater Road north of Dee Why
Parade (Pittwater Road 1) will remain largely unchanged
with the only enhancements being a redirective median
kerb, median planting, central feature fencing, custom
lighting poles and large character plantings to verges.
At Pittwater Road - Section B, opposite the Civic Centre,
provision for an extra bus bay has been included on the
north bound lane with associated bus terminal facilities
KEY PLAN
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STREETSCAPES
indicative streetscape sections
Pittwater Road
The median treatment at Section C, to be established
where an extra right hand turn lane for north bound
traffic has been included, utilises a redirective kerb to
enable low ground cover planting and the consideration
of feature poles and banner signage.
Pedestrians are separated from moving traffic by feature
fencing to the kerb edge and within the median.
Features include: raised barrier median, central median
feature fencing, kerb edge feature fencing, low shrub
planting, custom street lighting poles, banners, and
defined pedestrian crossings
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The Pittwater Road streetscape at Section D will utilise
the extra width to improve amenity by planting the
median with a mix of shrubs and grasses below native
palm plantings, such as Livistonia australis (Cabbage
Tree Palm) or other plantings considered appropriate to
the location.
Features include: raised barrier median, low shrub
planting, character tree plantings, central feature
fencing, kerb edge seating / planting barriers, banner
poles, custom light poles, feature lighting strategy and
improved definition of pedestrian crossings.

K

Redman

Below: Barrier type median with planting and fencing to
direct pedestrian movement
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indicative streetscape sections
TOWN CENTRE STREETS
Dee Why Parade
Dee Why Parade will respond to traffic planning by
catering for two-way traffic. It is anticipated that vehicular
movements to / from the beach will increase along this
street due to the one way system proposed for Howard /
Oaks Avenues.
WSUD rain garden functions are to be added to both
street edges with filtration planting and native street
trees. Parallel parking is provided in between rain
gardens and driveways.
Existing street tree planting is to be retained with buffer
planting within lots to be encouraged.
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Howard Avenue
Adhering to the proposed traffic plan, Howard Avenue
will become one way with traffic heading west.
2 lanes of traffic are provided with limited parallel
parking to both street edges. This parking would be
interspersed with WSUD rain gardens and associated
tree planting.
A separated 2 way cycleway would run adjacent to the
northern footpath. It is expected that this conduit would
continue all the way to the beach, beyond the study
area.
Above: Streetscape with a median segregating the
cycleway from traffic.
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STREETSCAPES
indicative streetscape sections
TOWN CENTRE STREETS
OAKS Avenue
Following the proposed traffic plan, Oaks Avenue will
become one way with traffic heading east.
Generally 2 lanes of traffic are provided with parallel
parking to the northern edge. This parking would be
interspersed with WSUD rain gardens and associated
tree planting.
The southern side of the road would provide a 2.5m,
two-way cycle lane with a segmented, raised kerb
separating traffic but allowing surface drainage through
to rain gardens.
Above: Segmented kerbs to street edge allows overflow
drainage into rain gardens / biofiltration
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∕∕ Increased setbacks as per planning controls
∕∕ Raised pedestrian crossings

PACIFIC PARADE
Pacific Parade will cater for two-way traffic with
parallel parking to both sides. This parking would be
interspersed with WSUD rain gardens and associated
tree planting in addition to existing street trees.
Cycle traffic would be encouraged to use Oaks Ave
or Howard Ave while pedestrians would be directed to
defined crossing points.
Other features of the streetscape include:
Above: Rain garden narrows the street at a pedestrian
crossing
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∕∕ New street lighting
∕∕ Wider footpaths with continuous awnings
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KEY PLAN

10 5

indicative streetscape sections
TOWN CENTRE STREETS
FISHER ROAD
Fisher Road will cater for two-way traffic with limited
parallel parking to both sides. This parking would be
interspersed with WSUD rain gardens and associated
tree plantings at regular intervals.
A raised median is to be introduced with character
planting.
Cycle traffic would be encouraged to use St David Ave
to link to Howard Ave. Pedestrian amenity would be
enhanced through definition of crossings, materiality
and planting.
Above: Rouse Hill Town Centre street with median and
WSUD tree pits
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CHURCH LANE
Church Lane is a new north bound route adjacent to St
Kevin’s Church. It would be 2 lanes one way and would
include a shared path for two-way pedestrian and cycle
use to the eastern edge.
The western edge of the lane, adjacent to the proposed
built form, will provide further pedestrian circulation
through a footpath and boardwalk that is raised above a
WSUD swale with integrated tree planting.
A section of the lane adjacent to the shared path will be
set aside for Church pick up / drop off.
Above: Boardwalks provide access over a WSUD swale

Other features of the streetscape include:
∕∕ New street lighting
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